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How it started? 

        Our training began with requiring the youth leaders to sign up for two courses per 

semester at the Alexandria School of Theology as part of their training. In parallel, leaders 

were divided into groups for following up through zoom meetings. The courses were useful 

yet it was demanding to commit to the AST schedule. So, we thought to replace it with 

intensive conferences that will enable us to build more relationship with the youth leaders.  

2021, Short videos for the 39 articles   

Simultaneously with the classes at AST, we produced a short field series explaining the thirty-

nine articles on religion. Archbishop Samy Shehata, Archbishop Mouneer, Mr. Shady Anis, 

and the Rev. Mark Senada shortly addressed each article in three to four minutes. This series 

allowed the youth leaders to know more about the Anglican faith and theology in the Christian 

community. Some local churches use this series for confirmation lessons. 

Our vision is to carry the word of God to the youth in our community, welcome them as 

members of the body of Christ and to build the youth as mature disciples of Christ. Also, to 
enable them in their calling and commission them to the world. 



Where we are? 

April 2022 The program started with an 

orientation day, to bring the leaders 

together and encourage them to continue 

the journey of learning through the training 

conferences that started soon after. The 

orientation day was held in the building of 

the Diocese. We shared the strategic 

planning for the next three years for youth 

leaders and young people and had a time of 

worship and fellowship. Also, we took some 

time to respond to questions of leaders on 

how they could function in their local 

ministries. This day encouraged the leaders 

to commit to the upcoming training 

journey.  

 

June 2022 Our first training conference was 

attended by 50 youth leaders from local 

churches. We started by giving them an 

introduction to Bible discussing some 

important topics like the ‘’general revelation, 

special revelation, inerrancy’’, etc. In addition, 

we had workshops to train the leaders to write 

their statements of vision and mission of their 

local youth ministries.  

August 2022 Our second training 

conference was attended by 67 Youth leaders 

from local churches. It’s main topic was ‘’The 

Trinity’’. And we focused on ‘’Leadership 

skills’’ in the leaders training. 

 
  

 



FUTURE PLANS 
 

  

 

NOVEMBER 2022 

Producing Media 
series on the 

essential questions 
of the Christian 

life & bible 

AUGUST 2023 

 Youth Conference  
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DECEMBER 2022 

Reconnect through 
worship and 
Christmas 

celebration for 
youth & leaders 

FEBRUARY 2023 

Third Youth 
Leaders Training 

Conference 

PRAY FOR US 
+ 

The upcoming conferences in 2023, it’s 
preparation, content and execution. 

+ 
Media project. 

+ 
Enlarging the teamwork to be able to minster to 

different needs in the ministry.  
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